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Abstract
Terahertz spectroscopy represents a frontier in the field of biomedical imaging.
It is possible to image complex objects that are opaque to visible and infrared
light. In this paper, we have used THz imaging to reveal the structure inside
a sunflower seed. We compare images based on time- and frequency-domain
representations of the THz scans, and conclude that for this type of specimen
the time-domain THz scans provide more detailed information than their
frequency-domain counterparts.

1. Introduction and background

Imaging capabilities are of fundamental importance in medicine and biology. Ever since
Wilhelm Roentgen produced the striking x-ray image of Professor von Kolliker’s hand,
including his ring, during a public lecture on 23 January 1896 [1], the medical community
has been acutely aware of the tremendous possibilities afforded by the ability to visualize
or capture an image that cannot be observed with the naked eye. Examples include
optical microscopy, x-rays, ultrasound, positron emission tomography (PET), computer-
aided tomography (CAT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), fluorescence microscopy,
multiphoton-induced fluorescence microscopy, infrared imaging and Raman imaging. Each
of these techniques has unique capabilities and limitations. X-rays, ultrasound, PET, CAT
and MRI are of particular interest because they are non-invasive and images can be obtained
in vivo. The various microscopies find more use in the field of pathology.

This paper is concerned with performance of a time-domain terahertz (THz) spectrometer
capable of two-dimensional (2D) imaging. Electromagnetic waves at THz frequencies fall
between the microwave and infrared regions of the spectrum. This region is often referred to as
the far-infrared (FIR). It is largely unexplored mainly due to lack of bright sources. THz time-
domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) employs a method of coherent detection that allows a pulsed
THz source to be used even though the average power is below the level of blackbody radiation.
This technique can be used to image fatty tissue, bone, teeth and thin slices of non-fatty tissue.
One of its unique aspects is that the time-dependent electromagnetic waveform is measured
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Figure 1. Photograph of the sunflower seed imaged using 2D THz spectroscopy. The dots indicate
the locations of the scans shown in figure 2.

at each spatial location. This allows both the frequency-dependent absorption coefficient and
frequency-dependent refractive index to be measured simultaneously over a frequency range
from 0.2 THz to 4 THz on a grid with ∼400 µm spatial resolution or better. Consequently, a
great deal of spatial and spectral information about the sample is collected. Instruments based
on THz spectrometers will complement existing biomedical imaging technologies.

THz imaging of plant and animal material was first reported in 1995 [2, 3]. In this context,
THz spectroscopy is often referred to as T-ray imaging [4, 5]. It has been possible to image
biological samples, with especially striking results of specimens that have a high contrast of
aqueous and non-aqueous regions. THz tomography is still in its infancy, but the initial work
done by Nuss and Mittleman, [6] and more recent studies [4, 7] have shown that there is great
potential. For example, the various layers comprising a computer floppy disk were revealed by
deconvolving the input THz waveform from the reflected waveform [4]. The development of
tomographic techniques will be absolutely essential for the use of THz imaging in biological
media, especially when absorption by water within the sample limits the applicability of THz
transmission studies.

In this paper, we present a THz 2D imaging study of a sunflower seed obtained in
transmission mode. This object was chosen because it is composed of two different types
of material, the shell and the kernel, and has features on a relatively small length scale. It
is shown that both the attenuation and delay of the THz pulse provide valuable information
about the object being imaged.

2. Experimental details

The spectrometer used for THz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) has been described in
detail previously [8–10]. Note, these are not time-resolved measurements; the name merely
implies that the measurements are made in the time-domain, and then Fourier transformed
into the frequency domain. The design of this spectrometer is based on descriptions in [11]
and [12], and is a standard configuration. The THz waveform is mapped out by incrementally
stepping an optical delay line that controls the moment at which the propagating electric field
is instantaneously sampled. One of the significant advantages of THz-TDS is that the sign of
the field is determined in addition to its magnitude. The THz waveform transmitted through
the sample is collected as the sample is raster-scanned through the beam waist, and a 2D image
is built up. Full information of the frequency-dependent absorption coefficient and refractive
index in the FIR is obtained at each point sampled.
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Figure 2. The time- and frequency-domain spectra obtained for the representative cut shown in
figure 1. The scans (a)–(r) correspond to the highest dot to the lowest. The time-domain scans
have been normalized, and are plotted with a linear vertical scale. The frequency-domain power
spectra are plotted with a logarithmic vertical scale as indicated for scans (i) and (r). The plots
have been offset vertically for clarity.
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Figure 3. Scan showing peaks due to pulse travelling around the entire seed (region no 1), travelling
through the shell but not kernel (region no 2) and through both the shell and kernel (region no 3).
This is an enlarged view of scan (o) in figure 2.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows a photograph of a sunflower seed with a vertical line of dots indicating the spatial
locations at which the series of THz scans shown in figure 2 were taken. The transmitted time-
domain THz waveform may exhibit peaks in three different temporal regions, as illustrated
in a representative scan shown in figure 3. The entire image of the seed shown in figure 4
was obtained by collecting THz scans at each point of a 2D grid at uniform intervals of
625 µm. The overall image size is 15 mm horizontally × 10.625 mm vertically (18 rows ×
25 columns). Each scan requires 30 s to collect, leading to 225 min for the image which
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Figure 4. Top row: 2D maps corresponding to arrival time of peaks numbers 1, 2 and 3. Middle
row: 2D maps corresponding to the height of peaks numbers 1, 2 and 3. Bottom row: 2D maps
of total power, peak frequency and mean frequency based on frequency-domain data. In all nine
plots, the colour scale is arbitrary and is simply employed to highlight the variations.

Figure 5. False colour images generated by letting information about peaks numbers 1, 2 and 3
dictate the amount of red, green and blue, respectively. Left: using peak arrival times (based on
the top row of figure 4). Right: using peak heights (based on middle row of figure 4). Once again,
the shell/kernel structure is evident.

contains 450 points. The scanning speed is primarily limited by the relatively slow optical
delay line employed, and the amount of time required to move the sample from one point to
another. Other workers have demonstrated significantly faster data acquisition rates, allowing
a scan to be taken in roughly 20 to 100 ms [3, 13, 14]. Thus, the time for the entire image
would be reduced to 10–50 s.
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Figure 6. Photograph of sunflower seed used in THz imaging experiment after opening it to reveal
the internal structure.

There is a peak in region number 1 (seen in figures 2(a)–(e) and (q)–(r)) when the
pulse does not pass through the seed at all, and therefore is not delayed. There will be
a peak in region number 2 (figures 2(f)–(h) and (o)–(p)) when the pulse traverses the shell
surrounding the kernel, but not the kernel itself. Finally, there will be a peak in region number 3
(figures 2(h)–(o)) when the pulse travels through both the shell and kernel. The frequency-
domain representation is obtained by Fourier transforming each of the time-domain scans and
is shown to the right of the time-domain scans in figure 2. The sharp absorption features in
the power spectra are due to absorption by water vapour and can be eliminated by purging the
beam path with dry N2. There is significant attenuation of the high frequency components of
the pulse when it travels through the kernel. This is manifested in the time-domain scans as a
broadening of the THz pulse, and in the frequency-domain as a loss of power at frequencies
above ∼1 THz.

Two-dimensional maps characterizing the arrival times and peak heights within the three
regions, as well as frequency-domain data, are shown in figure 4. The arrival time of the peak
in region numbers 1, 2 and 3 are shown in (a), (b) and (c), respectively. The arrival time is
indicative of how much material the pulse has travelled through. The peak heights in region
numbers 1 to 3 are shown in (d)–(f), respectively, and are also sensitive to the amount of
material the pulse passes through. Finally, figure 4 displays 2D maps of quantities obtained
from the frequency-domain data. The peak frequency,mean frequency, and integrated intensity
are shown in (g), (h) and (i), respectively. Each row of figure 4 (peak arrival time, peak height
or frequency-domain data) exhibits subtle nuances unique to the quantity being plotted, but
the structure inside the seed is most clearly revealed in the time-domain images. For example,
the quasi-annular region corresponding to the pulse travelling through the shell but not the
kernel is easily identified in (b) and (e) of figure 4, whereas this region is not obvious in the
panels based on frequency-domain representations of the data ((g)–(i)).

Since there are three peaks of interest in the time-domain scans, one can make a false-
colour image by combining the 2D maps for peak height or arrival time. Let peak number 1
correspond to the red intensity, peak number 2 correspond to green and peak number 3
correspond to blue. These false-colour images for peak arrival time and peak height are shown
in figure 5. For comparison, a photograph of the opened seed is shown in figure 6. The ability
of THz imaging to uncover the details of the internal structure of the seed is evident.

4. Conclusions

There has been work reported in the literature describing 2D THz imaging [3, 4, 7, 13, 15–23],
and 3D imaging to a lesser extent [6, 24–30]. Two-dimensional biomedical THz imaging
is becoming increasingly important. One of the most significant characteristics of this new
technique is that the measurements are made in the time-domain, and both the pulse arrival time
and amplitude provide valuable information. Were this not the case, this type of experiment
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could be carried out on a standard Fourier transform FIR spectrometer fitted with a pair of
focusing mirrors around the sample. We have shown that by being able to divide the scan into
regions, and measuring the peak height and arrival time within each region, reveals a detailed
picture of the sample under study.
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